
B.TECH 8TH Sem (spl.) CREDIT BASED THEORY DATE SHEET JAN -2023 @UIET(KUK)

(For Roll Nos. prefixed with 2518 only) TIME(E):1.45 PM to 4.45 PM

Note for students:
1. The candidates must have deposited all his/her applicable reappear fee & semester fee (if pending) by due dates;

failing which, the answer sheet will not be processed for evaluation followed by penal action.

2. Entry in the exam strictly with Admit card/ ID card, whichever is applicable.

3. Come with your own stationery like non programmable Calculators / pencils, scales etc. No exchange is allowed.

Only blue ink pens are allowed for writing.

4. Keeping in view of the prevailing foggy /visibility conditions, the candidate is hereby instructed to ensure reaching

the exam center in time, at least 30 minutes prior to the scheduled start of exam.

5. Late Candidate will be allowed to be admitted within the first 30 minutes of start time citing genuine reason for the

delay. The candidate can’t leave/submit the answer sheet before half time. Washroom facility is almost restricted

during the last 30 minutes during the exam.

6. It will be the responsibility of the student to get ensured to receive his/her question paper of right code/choice and

to sign on the attendance chart during the exam.

7. Possession/use of any smart/Bluetooth gadgets, smart watches, mobile phones etc. is strictly prohibited.

Offenders will be severely penalized with UMC, forfeiture etc. Cheating/copying/possession/use of

printed/handwritten material/chit/slip related/unrelated to the subject will lead to UMC & other actions. Please

ensure not to possess the same.

8. For anysubject-date related issues like clashes/insertions etc; the students to mail to CoE(C) at pjain2015@kuk.ac.in

Convener(Scheduling/UIET) CoE (Conduct/UIET)

Director/UIET(for kind approval)

Date 2023 Branch Code Subject

25JAN MECH MEO-402 Supply Chain Management

CSE PE-CS-A406 Software Reliability

ECE ECP-23 Error Correcting Codes

ECE ECO-17 Blockchain Technology

ECE ECP-25 High Speed Electronics

ECE ECO-13 Soft Computing

27JAN MECH MEP-408 Welding Technology

CSE OE-CS-408 Agile Software Engineering

ECE ECO-16 Mixed Signal Design

30JAN MECH MEP-404 Automobile Engineering

CSE OE-CS-410 Web & Internet Technology

ECE ECP-24 Satellite Communication

2 FEB ECE ECP-22 Internet of Things


